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Plnally,  we   shall   aketch briefly  a method  thLt  may be 

u?ed  to demonbtrate  convergence of  the   Iterative  procedure. 

S2.     Monotone Convergence   In Dynamic  Programming 

Let ur,  com ider  the   functional  equation 

f(x)  -    Max 
<J<y<x 

fe(y)  +  h(x-y)  +  f(ay >   b(x-y)) =T(f)        (2.1) 

where  0 < a,  b <  I,   which  arises   In  connection with various  types 

of multi-stage  allocation  processes.     It  Is  readily  shown that 

If g(x)  and h(x)  are  continuous In x over an Interval   [0,3» 

with g(0)  - h(0)  - 0,   then,  starting with any  initial  function 

f0{x)  which Is  continuous  over  [0,c]   and zero at x - 0,   the 

iterative procedure   f   .i{*)   ■ T(f  )    yields  the unique  solution 

of   (2.1)   which  is  continuous  at x • 0. 

To  obtain monotone  convergence,   we approximate   first  In 

policy   space.     A  policy  is,   with  reference   to   (2.1),  a  choice 

of y  - y(x)  with 0 ^ y(x)  ^ x.     Let y0 - y0(x)   be an  initial 

policy  and  let   f,(x)   be  computed  by  recurrence   from  the   functional o 

equation 

f0(x)   - g(y0)   ^  h(x-y0)  ^  f0(ay0 +  b(x-y0)),     fü(ü)-0 (2.2) 

it   1J   Immediately     leir  that   fi(x)  as determined  by 
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f0T - P(c,vo,a)  *  G(c,vo,a)foc  +  foa {%}) 

fo(a.c#0)  = 0 

A  further approximation,  Vj ,   to  an optimal  policy   Is  now 

determined by  the   condition  that  V!   maximize   the   function  of v 

given  by 

H(v,f0)   - P(c,v,a)  + G(c.v,a)foC ♦  f^ (3.M 

Let   fi   be  the   function determined  by  Vi,   satisfying  tne  equa- 

tion   f,_  - H(vi,fi).     Similarly  we  determine  Vg  by   the   condition 

that   it maximize  H(v,f|),  and  so  on,   obtaining  In   this  way  two 

sequences  of  functions Tv   V and  \tr\  • 

Let  us  now demonstrate  the  essential  result   that   the 

sequence  5fn v Is  mor.otone   Intreaslng   in n  for all  a,   c ..   and 

T ;>  0.     Wc  have 

f1T  - fÜT -  H(vl,f1)   -H(v0.fo) 

- Hlv,,^)  - H(vo,f0)   +  H(vl,fl)   - H(vl,f0) 

or 

(fi-f0)T  - A(c.T,a)   +   (n-f0)c  B(c,T,a)   ♦   (fi-f0)a 

(3.6) 
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constraints  J ufadt - 1,  u{0)  - u(l)   • 0.     To attack  this 
o 

problem by the  functional equation method  outlined above,  we 

consider the more  general  problem of determining  the maximum 

of 

1 1 

J(vi)  -   S ^(t)uadt -»■ ic   j^   (l-tM(t)dt (5.2) 
a a 

Setting Max j(u)  - f(a,k),  we  obtain  (see   [],   QJ )   the equa- 
u 

tion 

fa  - Min   r(f^kfK/2)w« - w   D2.Hc<Ka)/l-«):Q       (3-3) 

where 

1 
<Ka)  - J(l-t)aMt)dt (5.^) 

and  w • u^a).     A   choice  of a  policy   Is a  choice  of w  - w(a,k). 

The method  of  successive approximat. 5ns used  above may again 

be  employed  and   the  ^roof of  the monotonlcity  is  essentially 

as before. 
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